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Abstract

One of the important factors of effective functioning of undergraund gas
storage (UGS) is regulation of amount of injected and extracted gas.

Certain estimation of capacity of pore space and also calculation of amount
of active and buffer gas in connection with its effusion and adsoption allows
to exclude contradictions in the process of seasonal gas supply industrial and
consumer services systems.

In the paper a new method for estimating gas loss as a result of effusion and
adsorption processes in formation systems is given applied and analytic solution
methods of the stated problem are reduced.

Underground gas storages (UGS) formed mainly in porous reservoirs of rocks,
water-bearing beds, depleted gas, gas-condensate and oil pools serve for regulat-
ing seasonal irregularities of gas consumption, solution of strategic problems in ex-
tremal situations. Efficiency of UGS operation is mainly determined by degree of
interchangeability of liquid and gas in inhomogeneous porous media in periods of
injection and extraction of gas from a storage. Discrepancy of the volume of injected
and extracted gas is stipulated by the peculiarities of geological structure of UGS
objects that are characterized by inhomogeneity both in area and section. Under
cyelic use, ignorance gas retained and crossflowing to upper gas streak may reduce
to incorrect estimation of active gas volume and this reduces to extraction of some
part of buffer gas. As a result, the gas extracting wells will intensively go to water.

In the present paper, the effects arising in the process of adsorption and over-
flows from apper layers of gas-saturated formatiens are estimated on an example of
Garadaq UGS.

Owing to many reasons both of geological (failure in formation top) and tech-
nological character in due course gas may overflow from underground storage to
upper lying layers and may crop out to surface with all undesirable consequences).
Under these regular leakages, gas loss becomes significant and this lowers economic
efficiency of the storage.

Formation pressure satisfies a heat-conductivity equation with boundary condi-
tions on a moving boundary surface a circle of variable radius R(t). There are no
exact analytic solutions for R0 (0) 6= 0 up to now. It is difficult to obtain numerical
solutions by using ECM, but ther may represent interest for verification of suitabil-
ity of approximate solutions. Some automodel solutions for R0 (0) = 0 are given in
[1]. For R0 (0) 6= 0 practical calculations at injection and extraction of gas may be
conducted with using solutions and diagrams of elastic filtration regime problem for
R = Const.

Partitioning the time and intervals into intervals we may assume that change of
R0 from interval to interval happens by jumps whose size may be determined from
the material balance.

The authors of the paper [2], give an approximate but very satisfactory method
for such calculations based on the method of sequential change of stationary states




